Additional License Authorizations
For HP API Management software products

Products covered
Products

E-LTU or EMedia
available *

HP Service Governance Framework (SGF)

x

HP Enterprise Mobility Gateway (EMG)

x

HP Service Orchestration Manager (SOM)

x

HP Partner Relationship Management (PRM)

x

NonProduction
use
category **

* Any product

sold as E-LTU or E-Media shall be delivered electronically regardless of any contrary
designation in a purchase order.
** Non-production use
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rights, if any, can be found at www.hp.com/go/SWlicensing.
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Definitions
Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this ALA document are defined in the governing agreement.
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Term

Definition

API

Means Application Programming Interface

API Bundle

Means multiple APIs combined together to form one composite API. Also known as
‘mashup’.

Concurrent User

Means users who are logged in and accessing the system simultaneously.

Connector

Means applications used to access the network resources such as location service,
billing, etc.

E-LTU and
E-Media

Means products which are electronically delivered only, and as such any reference to
FOB Destination or delivery methods that are stated on your purchase order other than
electronic shall be null and void with respect to these E-LTU or E-Media products.

Internal Use

Means access and Use of the software for purposes of supporting your internal
operations or functions.

LTU

Means License To Use

NonCommercial Use

Non-commercial License applies when there is a need to provide a standalone License
to customers, partners or companies in charge of developing add-ons without any goal
of running it in a commercial way.

RTU

Means Right To Use

Server

Means an addressable entity, physical or virtual, including but not limited to router,
switch, bridge, hub, server, PC, laptops, handheld device or printer that resides within
the range defined for interrogation and asset tracking.

Smart Insights
API Bundle

An API bundle used for Big data, and customer intelligence. Has APIs for location, big
data, customer interests, etc. See API Bundle.

Transaction

Means Full API request handling including both request and response message, and
internal processing of request by the product, it may also be a notification, without the
request.

TPS

Means Transactions Per Second. See Transaction.

Use

Means to install, store, load, execute and display one copy of the software.

Software specific license terms
Software products with software specific license terms are described below. Software products covered by
this ALA document (as listed above) and not covered in this section do not have software specific license
terms.
HP Service Governance Framework


HP SGF Commercial is licensed by ordering the TPS required by the customer. The SGF is ordered with
40, 80, or 160 TPS. If a Licensee needs more TPS, they can upgrade to the next level by paying the
price difference between their original system, and the one they are upgrading to. If additional TPS is
needed beyond 160, the licensee can buy additional TPS in 80 TPS increments.



HP SGF RESTful Web2.0 Gateway is licensed per server.



HP SDP Policy Enforcer for SGF is licensed per server.



HP SGF Non-Commercial license entitles Licensee to non-commercial use of the product. One NonCommercial license is required per-server, on which the HP SGF software is running.

HP Enterprise Mobility Gateway


HP EMG Commercial license is priced per average concurrent user. Licensee may purchase license per
increment of concurrent users. The licensee can purchase 50 users up to 100 at a specific price, 50
users up to 500 at another price, or 250 users above 500, depending on how many users they need to
support. The licensee can add on licenses as needed. Examples are shown below.
Customer A would like to deploy a Mobility Gateway solution in which they will require capacity
for 80 concurrent users.
Product Name

Quantity

HP Mobility Gateway up to 100 Users Step 50 LTU
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Customer B would like to deploy a Mobility Gateway solution in which they will require capacity
for 250 concurrent users.



Product Name

Quantity

HP Mobility Gateway up to 100 Users Step 50 LTU

2

HP Mobility Gateway up to 500 Users Step 50 LTU
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HP EMG Non-Commercial license entitles Licensee to non-commercial use of the product. This license
can only support 1-40 concurrent users.
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HP Service Orchestration Manager


HP SOM Commercial is licensed by ordering the TPS required by the customer. The SOM is ordered
with 40, 80, 120, or 160 TPS. If a Licensee needs more TPS, they can purchase additional 40 TPS
upgrade packages, up to a total of 160 TPS. A second expansion option is to purchase additional 60
TPS blocks if additional TPS is needed beyond 80 TPS.
Customer wants to upgrade from 40 to 220 TPS
Product Name

TPS
(Total)

HP SOM 40 Initial TPS E-RTU

40

HP SOM 40 to 80 TPS Upgrade E-RTU

80

HP SOM 80 to 120 TPS Upgrade E-RTU

120

HP SOM 120 to 160 TPS Upgrade E-RTU

160

HP SOM Additional 60 TPS E-RTU (Beyond 80 TPS)

220

Customer wants to upgrade from 40 to 200 TPS
Product Name

TPS
(Total)

HP SOM 40 Initial TPS E-RTU

40

HP SOM 40 to 80 TPS Upgrade E-RTU

80

HP SOM Additional 60 TPS E-RTU (Beyond 80 TPS)

140

HP SOM Additional 60 TPS E-RTU (Beyond 80 TPS)

200



HP SOM Connector is licensed per each connector. For example, if a Licensee required a SMPP and
SMS connectors, they would need to purchase 2 SOM connectors.



HP SOM Context Enabler is licensed per Smart Insights API Bundle.



HP SOM Business Rule Management System (BRMS) is licensed per Server.



HP SOM Non-Commercial license entitles Licensee to non-commercial use of the product. One NonCommercial license is required per-server, on which the HP SOM software is running.

HP Partner Relationship Management
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HP PRM Commercial license entitles Licensee to commercial use of the product. One Commercial
license is required per-server, on which the HP PRM software is running.



HP PRM Non-Commercial license entitles Licensee to non-commercial use of the product. One NonCommercial license is required per-server, on which the HP PRM software is running.

Additional license terms
Term
A.

Software contains software and associated specifications licensed from third parties that are
confidential to, and trade secrets of, such parties. You will not take any action other than to Use it
as authorized under the agreement as part of the software products and will not disclose it to third
parties.

B.

You shall install and use the software as authorized in the applicable agreement only as a complete
product and may not use portions of such software on a standalone basis separate from the
complete software unless expressly authorized in the Supporting Material, specifications or an
applicable agreement.

hp.com/go/SWLicensing
Latest version of software licensing documents
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